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Blueair awarded “Most Popular Brand”
among Chinese online household
electrical appliances
Beijing 9 February 2018: At the China Household Appliances Online Summit
in Beijing, Blueair, a world-leader in indoor air purification for home and
professional use, won three awards including “Most Popular Brand” and
“High-end Smart Product” for its intelligent air purifier Classic 580i.
In addition, Blueair China General Manager Maggie Chan, was awarded
“Exemplary Industry Figure” of the household electrical appliances industry.

"Blueair is proud to be recognized for its premium, smart air purifiers and for
being an industry-leading brand in terms of bringing health and well-being to
Chinese consumers, said Maggie Chan, General Manager of Blueair China.
On her recognition for “Exemplary Industry Figure” she noted: "Blueair is
committed to working for a world where everyone can breathe clean air. We
do so by developing high-quality, innovative products but also by awareness
raising activities around the benefits of breathing clean air.”
About Blueair Classic range
Awarded “Best-in-test” for highest capacity and performance, the Classic
range is for the health conscious, technology savvy consumer who does not
want to compromise on design. All products are connected and can be voicecontrolled by Amazon’s Alexa or remotely, by the free Blueair Friend app.
The Classic 580i is a intelligent, wi-fi enabled air purifier for Chinese homes.
It combines the Blueair patented HepaSilent™ technology with functional
Swedish design features such as a digital touch-control panel with LED
touch-buttons. Like all Blueair air purifiers, it is energy-efficient, whisper
silent and made of materials that can be recycled.
Read more on the Blueair Classic range: https://www.blueair.com/blueairfamilies/classic

Blueair is a world leading producer of air purification solutions for home and
professional use. Founded in Sweden, Blueair delivers innovative, best-inclass, energy efficient products and services sold in over 60 countries around
the world. Blueair is part of the Unilever family of brands.
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